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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT :
CORPCAPITAL INVESTIGATION

CYTECH VALUATION
16 MARCH 2004

BY:

PETER ARMTTAGE CA (SA)

1. I have read paragraph 24 of the inspectors' "list of possible adverse findings". I

would like to make the following expJanatory statement with reference to my

orevious statement dated 9 December 2003.

2. lt is my unequivocal opinion that the conservatism of @hg4ilnputg into

the discounted cash flow valuations t

optimism was nullified and the prudence of the valuations was reinforced by the

following inputs and methodologies:

The high WACC rate of 24o/owhich was used. I routinely use in the region of

'l5o/o for a Rand WACC rate and the industry norm for a US$ eamings

stream is in the range of 6-10%.

The short (three year) forecast growth period. The longer growth is forecast

at a high rate, the higher the valuation. An industry standard is 10-15 years.

The low (3%) terminal growth rate thereafter.

The final valuation was subjected to a further reduction of the indicative

values by the executive directors.

The ' l ist of possible adverse findings" makes reference to the 'high WACC

negating some of the optimism...". I would suggest that the impact of the short
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forecast period and the low terminal growth rate were, on a combined basis, 
\

even more meaningrful in reducing the valuation than the low WACC. I

il
I do not agree that appropriate levels of prudence were lacking in aniving at the 

I

forecast generally or for 2000 and 2001.

4. I am concerned that my use of the term "aggressive" in my previous report has

been misconstrued. I use the term to denote nothing more than an acceptable

level of sp1i6156-without any suggestion of impropriety or injudiciousness. on the

part of the forecaster. lt is always possible to criticize with the benefit of

hindsight and I also indicated that the profits achieved relative to lhe forecasts

were probably higher than the average company in the "intemet era". Absent the

benefit of hindsight, I do not believe that the forecasts were unacceptably

optimistic in the prevail ing climate.

While I refened in my earlier report to the decline in the NASDAQ as a point of

reference I nevertheless concluded that it was not a relevant factor in

determining the value of Cytech. In fact Corpcapital never used anpvhere near

"NASDAQ valuation levels" in its valuation of Cytech. lf this had been the case,

the valuation would have been considerably higher.

A decline in profits which is not self evidently going to be sustained and for

which there are reasoned explanations giving rise to the expectation that the

decline will not be sustaine{l6frbmething that I would expect to be brought
-f-Z-

into account to aller a valuation. I have concluded in my init ial report that the

valuations for each period including August 2001 wore fair and reasonable, if not

conservative. lt is inherent in this opinion that there was not a culpable or

judgmental failure to take into account any known relevant factorS SUch as

declining profits or the failing NASDAQ at any point in time.
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lf the inspectors' report, as a whole, gives the impression that Cytech was

overvalued by Corpcapital at any period then my opinion is that such impresslon

would be wrong- My overall opinion regarding Corpcapital's accounted value for

Cytech for each period is that it was a reasonable estimate of the value of its

investment as at each relevant date'

SIGNED at JOHANNESBURG on this I8,IU dAY Of MARCH 2O(X.
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